while Nkx2-1 provides subtype specification. Further work to understand the interaction of these and other transcription factors in interneuron specification, migration guidance, and connectivity will provide interesting avenues of future research.
Contrast enhancement in sensory systems often relies on spatial filters implemented by lateral inhibition. However, in this issue of Neuron, Fantana et al. provide evidence that lateral inhibition in the olfactory bulb selectively acts between sparse populations of principal neurons without regard to spatial relations.
In the years following the discovery of the olfactory receptor gene family, a series of remarkably simple rules have been found to govern the functional organization of the olfactory system. These rules are the monoallelic expression of a single olfactory receptor gene in each sensory neuron, the convergence of axons from sensory neurons expressing the same olfactory receptor to a small number of discrete glomeruli in the olfactory bulb, and the projection of dendrites from secondorder neurons of the olfactory bulb, the mitral and tufted cells, into a single glomerulus. From only these rules, one would expect the receptive field of second-order neurons to directly reflect the receptive range of a single olfactory receptor. However, years of physiological study on mitral and tufted cells indicate that their response is more nuanced than these rules suggest.
The first model developed to explain mitral cell activity in the olfactory bulb was inspired by retinal physiology. Early anatomical examination of mitral cells found long secondary dendrites that project for hundreds to thousands of micrometers across the outer plexiform layer of the olfactory bulb (Mori et al., 1983) . These dendrites make glutamatergic dendro-dendritic synapses with GABAergic granule cell interneurons, providing a mechanism for two mitral cells to inhibit each other though the granule cell connections, even over long distances. This circuit was thought to enable lateral inhibition from one mitral cell onto many neighbors, similar to the interactions within the retina that filter visual information over space. Pioneering physiological studies found evidence for mitral cell lateral inhibition (Wilson and Leon, 1987) , giving rise to the theory that dense center-surround inhibition refines mitral cell representation of a chemotopic glomerular map (Luo and Katz, 2001 ). Functionally, this was thought to increase the discrimination of one odor above other chemically similar odors (Yokoi et al., 1995) .
In experiments presented in this issue of Neuron, Fantana et al. (2008) provide provocative evidence that supports an alternative model of how olfactory bulb function is spatially organized. Their study addresses a paradox that has recently emerged: although mitral cells appear capable of widespread lateral interactions, functionally they are very narrowly tuned (Davison and Katz, 2007) . What is the basis of their response selectivity ? Fantana et al. show that lateral interactions do not occur in a predictable spatial pattern. Instead, they argue that mitral cells make sparse and specific lateral connections. In their model, mitral cells receive direct excitation from their primary glomeruli but receive inhibition from only a small number of spatially distributed mitral cells representing different glomerular inputs.
The authors used an elegantly direct experimental strategy. While repeatedly exposing anesthetized rats to individual odors from a large stimulus set, they imaged the response patterns of glomeruli on the dorsal surface of the olfactory bulb and recorded the activity of many underlying mitral cells. These two data sets contain the tuning profiles of, respectively, glomeruli and mitral cells, allowing them to compare the spatial organization of glomerular activity (which mainly represents the activity of sensory neurons) with the previous estimates of the extent of mitral cell lateral dendrites. As an innovation over previous studies, mitral cell responses were defined not just by changes in firing rate, but also by the phase of spiking activity within the animal's breathing cycle (Bathellier et al., 2008) . Even using these more permissive response criteria, Fantana et al. nonetheless confirmed that mitral cells are narrowly tuned. Next, they showed that the observed response selectivity was not consistent with the view that mitral cells make widespread lateral connections. In other words, although many glomerular responses occurred within reach of the mitral cell lateral dendrites, most of them did not produce a measurable change in mitral cell firing.
With evidence arguing against dense lateral inhibition, the authors sought an alternate model of lateral connections that better fit their data. They developed a model for predicting mitral cell responses by adding up observed glomerular responses according to a spatial weighting function. When the glomerular responses were integrated with a function resembling a dense inhibitory field, mitral cell tuning was poorly predicted. However, when the weighting function was modified so that just a handful of spatially unrelated glomeruli could each strongly influence mitral cell activity, their fit was substantially improved. Comparing these two different models must be done carefully, especially since the sparse receptive field model had additional degrees of freedom over the dense field model, and this may on its own produce a better fit. As a control, the authors applied their sparse field model to scrambled glomerular patterns. This disruption reduced their fit to the quality of the dense field model, enabling them to rule out at least one of the additional free parameters as a confound. An additional caveat is that the experiments by Fantana et al. did not explore odor concentration as a parameter, using only low stimulus concentrations. Therefore, future work will need to determine whether increasing odor concentration, or adding mixtures to the stimulus set, recruits a different density of lateral interactions.
A surprising feature emerging from this study is that the authors did not note any functional similarity among the glomeruli contributing to a mitral cell's response. This is contrary to what is expected if lateral interactions function to enhance contrast. As a result, it is reasonable to explore a gamut of potential alternative functions for mitral-granule-mitral interactions. It has been proposed that a common interneuron network can impose temporal patterning on mitral cell responses (Friedrich and Laurent, 2001) , through the generation of membrane oscillations. Thus, instead of contrasting coupled mitral cells, lateral interactions may bind the entire mitral cell ensemble within the odor code. From yet another perspective, centrifugal input to granule cells from other brain areas may influence mitral cells according to nonsensory criteria. In awake behaving animals, mitral cell spiking can be evoked by many nonsensory criteria (Kay and Laurent, 1999) , including locomotor behavior, attentional cues, and prior experience. Further investigation will be needed to interpret mitral cell activity within a larger system beyond olfactory input. Special attention should be given to contributions from extraolfactory areas, such as the prefrontal cortex, locus coeruleus, and the raphe nucleus, that synapse directly with olfactory bulb interneurons.
One extreme possibility is that mitral cell lateral dendrites do not serve any computational purpose. Instead, they could act as long-distance sensors of activity, making random connections over a large area of the olfactory bulb. In a circuit as extremely seizure-prone as the olfactory bulb, this may be useful to adjust global activity levels to maintain functional homeostasis. Given the lack of spatial information within odor stimuli that can be transformed into a sensory map in the bulb, and the general failure to observe any such map in mitral cell activity, random connections providing averaged feedback may be the most sensible explanation. Although we tend to think of the brain as being wired up very specifically, in this context it may be more informative to form random connections over a sufficiently large area to get a reliable average of bulbar activity.
This study by Fantana et al. has many implications for the synaptic organization of the olfactory bulb and possibly other nonsensory areas of the brain. The authors correctly point out that the functional diversity of mitral cells under the same primary glomerulus is still poorly understood. Their data suggest that these neurons, rather than forming a functionally homogenous ''column,'' may each be subject to different lateral interactions. At the core of this idea is the process of synapse formation between mitral cells and granule cells-currently, this process is poorly characterized. Within the external plexiform layer, granule cell apical dendrites protrude into a dense thicket of lateral dendrites. What factors influence synaptogenesis? The data from Fantana et al. suggest that proximity to the mitral cell soma is not likely to be one of these factors. At the same time, their work raises many other questions. If mitral cells do not laterally interact with similarly tuned partners, do any rules dictate pairing, or is it random? Since granule cells undergo constant adult neurogenesis, how is the density of lateral interactions regulated? How stable are the granule cell mediated mitral cell interactions?
While Fantana et al. focused on mitral cell lateral dendrites, interactions within and between glomeruli also play an important role shaping mitral cell activity. It has been proposed that some periglomerular interneurons permit centersurround inhibition between glomeruli (Aungst et al., 2003) . This microcircuit may represent a unique information processing channel from the mitral-granule-mitral interactions, or they may be linked in a way similar to the vertical interactions found between retinal processing channels (Roska and Werblin, 2001) , perhaps mediated by the newly characterized Blanes or short-axon interneurons (Eyre et al., 2008) . Due to their dual impact on glomerular activation maps and mitral cell spiking, it will be important to consider glomerular microcircuits in future models relating input to output transformations in the olfactory bulb.
Analogies with other sensory systems will always be an important guide for olfactory researchers. However, as is so often the case, the exceptions can be more interesting than the rules. Olfactory systems are a unique coding environment where the stimulus space does not easily conform to a small number of coding dimensions that can be transformed into a topographical representation. As a result, it is possible that chemotopy in the olfactory system may only offer a glimpse into the depth of functions within olfactory bulb circuitry. In the future, analogies to nonsensory systems such as the cerebellum or hippocampus may provide increasingly fruitful paths toward understanding olfactory information processing.
